
 

Station: MODEL FM-202, HAKKO FX-950, FX-951,
             FX-952, FM-203, FM-204 or FM-206

      CAUTION
This product includes such features as electrically 
conductive plastic parts and grounding of the 
handpiece and station as measures to protect the 
device to be soldered from the effects of static 
electricity. Be sure to observe the following 
instructions:
1. The handle and other plastic parts are not 

insulators, they are conductors. When replacing 
parts or repairing, take sufficient care not to 
expose live electrical parts or damage insulation 
materials. 

2. Be sure to ground the unit during use.

If used in conjunction eith HAKKO FX-950, FX-951,
FX-952, FM-203, FM-204 or FM-206 station:

(Please refer to the HAKKO FX-950, FX-951, FX-952,
FM-203, FM-204 or FM-206 instruction manual.)

Input the offset value so that it will become to the
measured temperature.(Please refer to the HAKKO
FX-950, FX-951, FX-952, FM-203, FM-204 or FM-206
instruction manual.)
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When using the sleep function,
insert one end of the connecting 
cable into the jack at the back of
the iron holder and the other end
into the jack at the back of the
soldering station to connect them.
Refer to the instruction manual for
the HAKKO FX-950, FX-951, FX-952,
FM-203, FM-204 and FM-206.

●FM-206

Jack to 
Connecting cable

●FM-203

N2 Soldering Iron (Iron holder with a sleep mode)

Thank you for purchasing the FM-2026 soldering iron.
The FM-2026 soldering iron is designed to supply hot gas to the soldering area. This can 

increase soldering efficiency, as the gas pre-heats the work area.
When the heated gas is nitrogen (N2), soldering efficiency is further improved as the nitrogen 
materially reduces the amount of oxygen in the ambient atmosphere. Please read this manual 

before operating the FM-2026. Keep this manual readily accessible for reference.

CAUTION When you use the FM-2026 for the first time, note that calibration is required before 
starting operation. Read the instruction manual for the station used in conjunction with 
the FM-2026 soldering iron.
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